
Information follows on how SJC data was calculated for the presentation entitled “Vacation Rental
Impacts on Housing” presented at the 2nd Community Conversation on Vacation Rentals held on

25 September 2019.
by Lynnette Wood

Part I: The distribution of assessed values for current VR permits

The data sources (csv files) can be downloaded using the following links:

https://data2017-01-09t190539232z-sjcgis.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/parcels-and-condominiums …
hereafter referred to as the “parcels” file

https://data2017-01-09t190539232z-sjcgis.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/vacation-rental-permits
… hereafter referred to as the “vr” file

To obtain the number of VRs, by island – the numerator:
0. See note below.
1. Begin with the vacation-rental-permits or “vr” file.
2. Removed all entries whose “Permit_Status” (column Q) is NOT “Approved.” I.e., delete

withdrawn, denied, pending and unknown entries.
3. The resulting file was then merged with the parcels_and_condominiums file based on the parcel

number (“Parcel” or column E in the vr file, “PIN” or column D in the parcels file). Note that
several parcels are associated with multiple vacation rental permits, these are treated as unique
entries, and that 6 duplicate records were removed.

4. Sorted the merged file by “Use_Code” (column Y in the parcels file).
5. Removed Use_Codes 1400s and 1600s (i.e., hotels/motels, condos, B&Bs) as these are unlikely to

be in long term housing market.
6. The data are then sorted by Tax_Area (column T in the parcels file) and the number of entries in

each area is as follow:
 Lopez Island: 144
 Orcas Island: 460
 San Juan Island (including Friday Harbor): 391
 Decatur: 5
 Stuart: 2
 Little Henry: 2

To obtain the total number of “SFRs”, by island – the denominator:
1. Sorted the parcels file by building value (“Bldg_Value” column X), removed all with values less

than $42,000 per County document “2036 Comprehensive Plan Update Briefing: Land Capacity
Analysis Gross Developable Lands Inventory (June 5, 2019).”

2. Removed parcels with use codes 1400s and 1600s (i.e., hotels/motels, condos, B&Bs) and use code
1700 (institutional lodging, 1 record). Removed parcels with commercial, industrial and other non-
residential use codes except 8308 which included five records coded specified as OPEN SPACE W/
VACA RENTAL.

3. As in step 7 above with the following results:
 Lopez Island: 1676
 Orcas Island: 3120
 San Juan Island (including Friday Harbor): 3923
 Entire county: 9894

Note: There are inconsistencies in the data provided by the County. For example, parcel descriptions in
the parcels and vr files can differ in a substantial way. E.g., parcels described as “OPEN SPACE –
TIMBER” or “OTHER UNDEVELOPED LAND” may contain vacation rentals. Parcels containing

https://data2017-01-09t190539232z-sjcgis.opendata.arcgis.com/datasets/parcels-and-condominiums


“VACATION RENTAL, 3 BEDROOMS” may have building values of $0. Unless the description in the
parcels file (“Descriptio” or column C) specifically indicated that such parcels contained VRs they were
eliminated in determining the number of VRs.

NB: The reason the word “attached” is used in this slide is because vacation rental permits go with the
property, not with the owner. So if a property changes ownership, the permit goes with it to the new
owner.

Part II: Curve fits (and extrapolations) for the number of VR permits vs time

In the plots showing past and possible future rates of growth for the number of VR permits in San Juan
County three “curves” were fit to the data. The first, replicating the results of the County’s projection,
begins in the year 2000 and is a linear (1st order polynomial) fit, the second curve, also linear, is from
2010 onward, a period which better reflects the launch of such platforms as VRBO and post-recession
economic conditions. The third curve is a fit to a 2nd order polynomial and is intended to capture the
accelerating pace at which the County has been granting VR permits in recent years.

All fits are least-squares to the data provided by the County using a standard analysis package and fitting
function, i.e., python numpy’s polyfit function:

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/numpy.polyfit.html

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/numpy.polyfit.html

